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ABSTRACT: The effects of temperature and chemical environ-
ment on a pentanuclear cyanide-bridged, trigonal bipyramidal
molecular paramagnet have been investigated. Using element- and
oxidation state-specific near-ambient pressure X-ray photoemission
spectroscopy (NAP-XPS) to probe charge transfer and second
order, nonlinear vibrational spectroscopy, which is sensitive to
symmetry changes based on charge (de)localization coupled with
DFT, a detailed picture of environmental effects on charge-
transfer-induced spin transitions is presented. The molecular
cluster, Co3Fe2(tmphen)6(μ-CN)6(t-CN)6, abbrev. Co3Fe2, shows
changes in electronic behavior depending on the chemical
environment. NAP-XPS shows that temperature changes induce
a metal-to-metal charge transfer (MMCT) in Co3Fe2 between a Co
and Fe center, while cycling between ultrahigh vacuum and 2 mbar of water at constant temperature causes oxidation state changes
not fully captured by the MMCT picture. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS) probes the role of the
cyanide ligand, which controls the electron (de)localization via the superexchange coupling. Spectral shifts and intensity changes
indicate a change from a charge delocalized, Robin-Day class II/III high spin state to a charge-localized, class I low spin state
consistent with DFT. In the presence of a H-bonding solvent, the complex adopts a localized electronic structure, while removal of
the solvent delocalizes the charges and drives an MMCT. This change in Robin-Day classification of the complex as a function of
chemical environment results in reversible switching of the dipole moment, analogous to molecular multiferroics. These results
illustrate the important role of the chemical environment and solvation on underlying charge and spin transitions in this and related
complexes.

■ INTRODUCTION
Understanding the nature of spin dynamics in molecules is
critical for realizing the potential applications of molecular
switches, which range from molecular design of information
storage systems1 to quantum information processing2−4 and
quantum sensing1,5 to photochemistry6,7 and photocatalysis.8,9

Each of these applications can benefit from the ability to
control the local charge and spin configurations in multi-
metallic systems. In both solid state systems and molecular
complexes, this capability is often derived from bistability,
which enables switching between various stable or metastable
charge and spin configurations based on external stimuli. For
example, the discovery of Prussian blue (PB) analogues and
their extended magnetic ordering at elevated temperatures has
led to a high interest in understanding cyanide chemistry for
magnetic applications.10−14 Translating the PB groundwork to
molecular complexes of varied geometries has paved the way
for studies in many interesting mechanistic behaviors,
including single molecule magnetism,15 cyanide linkage
isomerism,16,17 charge transfer induced spin transitions

(CTIST),18−23 and light induced excited spin state trapping
(LIESST).24−26

Synthetic protocols for the design of multimetallic
complexes have enabled a range of structural motifs to be
studied in the search for bistable molecular magnets. While
examples exist of organic-27−30 and lanthanide-based molecular
magnets,31−36 low-cost, earth−abundant transition metal
complexes represent an attractive and widely studied platform
for designing molecular bistability based on electron
spin.35,37−41

Bimetallic systems consisting of d4 through d7 transition
metals often display spin transitions that are coupled to
electron exchange between metal centers. Such spin crossover
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events may be triggered by various external stimuli, including
temperature, light, or chemical environment; however,
achieving molecular bistability at room temperature remains
a challenge. A number of recent studies have shown that high
nuclearity clusters with intentional ligand motifs can provide
bistable spin configurations with high ground state magnetic
susceptibility.36,42−44

While synthetic tunability of the ligand framework enables
preparation of a variety of model complexes, a lack of direct
measurements of element specific oxidation state and charge
(de)localization limits current mechanistic understanding that
could otherwise inform the rational design of functional
molecular systems. The Robin-Day classification system
categorizes mixed valence systems by the strength of the
electronic coupling between metal centers.45−47 In multi-
metallic complexes based on cyanide bridging ligands, the
strength of superexchange coupling ultimately defines the
degree of localization of valence electrons in the system. In this
study, we focus on a pentanuclear cluster Co3Fe2(tmphen)6(μ-
CN)6(t-CN)6 (tmphen = 3,4,7,8-tetramethyl-1,10-phenanthro-
line) with bridging and terminal cyanide ligands, μ-CN and t-
CN, respectively, abbreviated Co3Fe2.
This complex has been reported to display electronic and

magnetic bistability, which can be switched using both
temperature and visible light.18,48,49 However, it has also
been reported that both the optical properties and magnetic
susceptibility are sensitive to the chemical environment, where
exposure to moisture induces a color change as well as a
significant reduction in the magnetic susceptibility at a fixed
temperature.48,49 Using a combination of near-ambient
pressure X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (NAP-XPS),
Raman spectroscopy, sum frequency generation vibrational
spectroscopy (SFG-VS), and DFT calculations, we investigate
the effect of the chemical environment on the local oxidation
states of both Co and Fe centers as well as the degree of
electron (de)localization based on the effect of solvation on
the superexchange coupling in this complex. We determine
that the Robin-Day classification of the complex plays an
important role in the mechanism of electronic and magnetic
bistability. We also show that switching between a class I and a
class II/III system involves large changes in the dipole moment
of the molecule, extending the properties that can be reversibly
switched in this bistable system. This work highlights the
critical role of molecular solvation on the electronic and
magnetic properties of this and related systems and shows that
mechanistic understanding of external switching depends
strongly on the strength of electronic superexchange, which
varies significantly as a function of the chemical environment.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. The synthetic protocol of the Co3Fe2 complex has been

previously investigated and reported by Dunbar et al.17,48,49 and is
detailed in the Supporting Information. In short, a hydrous cobalt
nitrate was dissolved in acetonitrile and treated with the coordinating
ligand, tetramethyl-1,10-phenanthroline. An iron salt dissolved in
acetonitrile was slowly added to the solution. After filtration and 2
days wait time, a red anhydrous crystal was collected. Filtration in a
humid atmosphere produced the blue solid form, which was used for
all further experiments. Extensive characterization of the complex after
synthesis is provided in the Supporting Information.
Sample Preparation. Spectroscopic samples were prepared by

drop-casting a saturated solution of the blue solid form on ozone-
cleaned Au substrates. The Au substrates were prepared by depositing
a Au thin film layer on a Si or CaF2 substrate using electron beam

evaporation (Denton DV-502A E-Gun Evaporator). They were
further cleaned in an ozone cleaner for 30 min to remove any
potential contaminants on the surface before drop-casting the Co3Fe2
solution. SFG-VS samples had a measured volume of 10 μL drop-
casted on the substrate to produce consistent signal intensity, while
the shallow probe depth of NAP-XPS measurements allowed for a
thicker layer to give reproducible results.
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy. High resolution XPS

analysis was performed using a Kratos Axis Ultra X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer with a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source and a photon
energy of 1486.6 eV. These measurements were performed at room
temperature. Using the Casa XPS software, Fe 2p, Co 2p, and C 1s
windows were fit with a Shirley background and a Gaussian−
Lorentzian line shape of a 70:30 ratio. All spectra were calibrated to
the adventitious C feature at 284.5 eV. Further details of the
parameters used for the fitting are included inSupporting Information
Section 2.
Near-Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy.

NAP-XPS was performed using a SPECS NAP-XPS system in the
Surface Analysis Facility at Ohio State University. The system is
equipped with a NAP-reaction cell where 0.5 and 2 mbar of a given
solvent in the gas phase was introduced via a vial on the instrument
manifold following freeze pump cycles to purify at room temperature.
Temperature-dependent experiments were performed at sweeping
points between 150 and 375 K in vacuum conditions.
Raman Microscopy. Raman spectra were acquired using a

Renishaw InVia Microscope. The excitation wavelength is 785 nm.
The sample is held in the same cell used in the SFG measurements at
room temperature. The beam is focused on the front side of the
sample using a Nikon (10×/0.30 NA, 17.5 mm working distance)
objective and has a diameter of 2 μm. The power of the excitation
beam at the sample is about 50 mW. During the measurement, direct
Ar flow or water vapor flow purged by Ar was introduced into the cell,
and the corresponding Raman spectra were collected three times with
60 s integration time for each. Three spectra were averaged and the
background spectrum obtained from bare Au in each condition were
subtracted to obtain the final spectra.
Vibrational Sum Frequency Generation Spectroscopy. SFG

spectra were measured through a homemade cell using frontside
geometry. The laser instrument setup has been described
previously.50,51 In short, the Ti/sapphire regenerative amplifier
(Spectra Physics-Solstice) outputs 90 fs pulses at 800 nm with a
repetition rate of 2 kHz. 70% of the output is used to pump an optical
parametric amplifier (Topas Prime), which generates the IR beam
with a tunable wavelength and a spot size of 0.032 mm2. The
remaining 30% visible beam is spectrally narrowed to about 10 cm−1

using an air-gap etalon (TecOptics) and focused to a spot size of
0.128 mm2. The incident angle for beams in the sample is 47°. The IR
beam is centered at about 2100 cm−1 and has an energy of 3 μJ, while
the visible beam has an energy of 10 μJ. Each spectrum was collected
by delaying the visible beam relative to the IR beam by about 850 fs
(Supporting Information) with an integration time of 2 min. To
mirror the isolated vacuum chamber system of the NAP-XPS
measurements, the beams go through a CaF2 window and a gas gap
before they reach the drop-cast Co3Fe2 sample on the Au substrate,
where the sum frequency signal is generated in an isolated homemade
cell at room temperature. A continuous Ar (>99.998%, Praxair) gas
flow purging through the cell at a rate of 616 sccm was maintained
throughout the measurement for vacuum-like conditions. For
measurements in solvated chemical environments, the Ar gas flow
went through a gas-tight vial first, which contained ultrapure water or
methanol, and carried the evaporated chemicals into the cell.
Electronic Structure Calculations. Density functional theory

(DFT) calculations were performed starting from the crystal structure
in ref 49, which was then relaxed at the B(35)LYP+D3/def2-SV(P)
level. The B(35)LYP exchange−correlation (xc) functional, defined as

E E E E0.65 0.35xc
B(35)LYP

x
B88

x
HF

c
LYP= + +
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is one that is recommended for systems at the class II/III
borderline,47,52 and is combined here with an empirical dispersion
correction.53 These calculations were performed using a broken-
symmetry DFT approach54 and are intended to elucidate energy
differences between various spin and oxidation states. All calculations
were performed using Q-Chem v. 6.1.55

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1A shows the nominal process for electron transfer in a
Co3Fe2 system assuming Robin-Day class I,47 where the system
has weak coupling between metal centers. In this picture,
electron transfer is characterized by electron localization to
discrete metal centers such that each metal exists in a well-
defined oxidation state. This case is depicted in Figure 1A,
where charge transfer occurs between an Fe center and a single
Co center (shown in blue), with two Co centers acting as
spectators (shown in gray). Alternatively, Figure 1B shows the
analogous process for the case where the Co3Fe2 complex is
categorized as a class II/III system with a small barrier for
interconversion. Systems in class II/III may exhibit solvent- or
conformation-driven switching between localized oxidation
states.46 Assuming strong coupling of the axial Fe centers to
each of the equatorial Co centers through the bridging cyano
ligands, as suggested by electronic structure calculations that
are described below, we can see that electronic superexchange
allows delocalization of electrons across multiple metal centers.
In this scenario, it may become difficult to identify a single Co
center involved in the charge transfer as electronic exchange
between Fe and its three nearest neighboring Co centers
becomes facile. This is depicted in Figure 1B as participation of
all three equatorial Co centers (shown in blue) in the charge
transfer event, making for a fully delocalized class II/III system
with respect to the Co sites.

A measurement that samples the system on a time scale
slower than the electronic exchange rate will observe an
average oxidation state based on electron sharing between
nearly equivalent Co centers rather than three distinct sites. As
such, the distinction between class II, class II/III, and class III
may depend on the time scale of the spectroscopic technique
that is used,47 and class II/III systems may exhibit character-
istics of both localized and delocalized valence electrons.46

Additionally, the molecular symmetry increases, and the dipole
moment in the equatorial plane becomes negligible because of
the strong coupling of the Co centers across the bridging
cyanide ligands. In either case 1A or 1B, a metal-to-metal
charge transfer (MMCT) event can be triggered depending on
the environment of the molecule (temperature, solvent, etc.).
However, given the two possibilities for charge dynamics, it
becomes necessary to probe the metal centers locally to gain a
better understanding of the nature of the charge transfer and
associated spin transition based on the strength of electronic
coupling in the system.
Electronic Structure Calculations. Broken-symmetry

DFT calculations were used to investigate model spin/
oxidation states. These calculations start from an initial guess
having integer oxidation states on each metal site, from which
we attempt to find an orbital-optimized solution to the Kohn−
Sham equations that resembles the initial guess (this procedure
has sometimes been called the “generalized ionic fragment”
approach56). Possible spin and oxidation states for the metal
ions are depicted in Scheme 1. Note that the broken-symmetry
Kohn−Sham solution is necessarily spin-contaminated, but
such calculations can provide information regarding whether
intervalence charge transfer, and thus charge delocalization, is
energetically feasible. To do so, one must examine spin
densities on the metal sites for various broken-symmetry
solutions.

Figure 1. (A) Co3Fe2 (middle) with one Fe (red) and one Co (blue) involved in a reversible MMCT. The electron transfer versus energy plots to
the left and right of each structure depict the stabilization of an electron on either Fe or Co centers under the class I localized charge picture. (B)
Co3Fe2 (middle) with one Fe (red) and three Co (blue) involved in a reversible MMCT. The electron transfer versus energy plots to the left and
right of each structure depict the shared delocalization of an electron on Fe and Co centers under the class II/III delocalized charge picture.
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Figure 2A shows the spin density at the DFT-optimized
geometry of a low-spin state with the configuration (Co2+)-

(Co3+)2(Fe2+)2, consisting of a single Co(II) ion in a high-spin
configuration and low-spin configurations on the remaining
metal centers, for a total spin of S = 3/2 (see Scheme 1).
Crystallographic data demonstrate that the temperature-
dependent magnetic properties of Co3Fe2 are associated with
changes in oxidation state at the Co2 and Co3 sites, whereas
Co1 (located at the bottom in Figure 2) remains high-spin
Co(II).18,49 In accord with the crystal structure that was used
as a starting point, we obtain Co−N bond lengths that are
∼0.2 Å longer at the Co1 site as compared to Co2 or Co3,
characteristic of a class I or class II system.45,47 However, this
could also be consistent with a class II/III system, specifically
with readily switchable spin states based on small fluctuations
in geometry, which are not sampled in these static calculations.
Despite concerns that vacuum-exposed anionic moieties (such
as CN−) can cause DFT convergence problems,57,58 or that
vacuum boundary conditions exaggerate charge delocalization
(tending toward class III),47 we obtain similar geometries
when using a polarizable continuum model59−61 to add low-
dielectric boundary conditions.
Figure 2B shows the spin density for a higher-spin S = 7/2

configuration, representing the configuration (Co2+)2(Co3+)-
(Fe2+)(Fe3+). In this particular model, Co1 and Co2 are both
high-spin Co(II) while one of the Fe atoms has been oxidized
to Fe(III) in order to maintain charge neutrality, and in Figure
2, the spin density for this S = 7/2 state is computed at the
geometry that was optimized for the S = 3/2 state. According
to calculations at the B(35)LYP+D3/def2-SV(P) level, the S =
7/2 configuration is 7 kcal/mol higher in energy than the S =
3/2 configuration at the geometry of the latter, although this
energy difference is sensitive to the fraction of Hartree−Fock
exchange; we regard this 7 kcal/mol difference as immaterial.

Spin contamination in these calculations is not severe, with
S 3.76

2 = and 16.01 ℏ2 for the low- and high-spin states,
respectively, as compared to spin-pure theoretical values of
3.75 and 15.75 ℏ2.
We conclude that broken-symmetry DFT calculations are

consistent with both states having nearly the same energy.
These calculations say nothing about the barrier to
interconversion but are not inconsistent with a switchable
class II/III system where delocalization among the Co centers
is mediated by the cyano ligands. Although Dunbar and co-
workers consider a statistical mixture of high-spin Co(II) and
low-spin Co(III) to be a more likely scenario as compared to
charge delocalization, due to the absence of an orbital pathway
between the Co ions,49 spin densities in Figure 2 indicate spin
polarization on the cyano ligands. This may provide a pathway
for Co → Co MMCT that is mediated by Fe.
Attempts to optimize the geometry of the S = 7/2 state with

the configuration (Co2+)2(Co3+)(Fe2+)(Fe3+) were unsuccess-
ful, inevitably collapsing to (Co2+)3(Fe3+)2 with two high-spin
Co(II) ions, one low-spin Co(II), and two Fe(III) ions with
opposite spins. This form, which is observed by Dunbar and
co-workers when the material is dried at high temperature
under inert conditions,48,49 appears to be much lower in
energy. Specifically, a S = 9/2 state corresponding to
(Co2+)3(Fe3+)2 with all-parallel unpaired spins is 10 kcal/mol
more stable than the S = 3/2 state at the optimized geometry
of the latter and 132 kcal/mol more stable at its own optimized
geometry.
Temperature-Dependent XPS. Figure 3 shows the XPS

spectra of Co3Fe2 at temperatures ranging from 150 to 375 K.
Fitting these spectra provides the oxidation state distribution of
the two Fe and three Co metal centers as a function of the
temperature. Figure 3A shows the Fe and Co 2p regions for the
three representative temperatures. At 150 K, the Fe 2p core
level shows 88.1% Fe2+ and 11.9% Fe3+, while the Co 2p core
level shows 44.6% Co2+ and 55.4% Co3+. By increasing the
temperature to 298 K, the Fe3+ contribution increases to 35.6%
as the Fe oxidizes, and the Co2+ contribution increases to
53.1% as the Co reduces. By 375 K the contribution of
oxidized Fe3+ increased to 49.7%, and the contribution of
reduced Co2+ increased to 60.6%. Quantification of Fe and Co
oxidation state ratios for the complete temperature series is
shown in Figure 3B. These data are consistent with a near
unity electron transfer from Fe to Co. From these results, it is
clear that a one-electron MMCT occurs between the Fe and
Co sites as a function of temperature. This reflects a
temperature-driven switch from a primarily (Co2+)-
(Co3+)2(Fe2+)2 state to a primarily (Co2+)2(Co3+)(Fe2+)(Fe3+)
state. This matches the expected transition from a room-
temperature , humid atmosphere-exposed (Co2+)-
(Co3+)2(Fe2+)2 to a metastable (Co2+)2(Co3+)(Fe2+)(Fe3+)
reported previously under dry conditions.49 However,
assuming a strongly coupled system (class II/III), this same
MMCT could be equally well-described as a switch from
(Co2.7+)3(Fe2+)2 to (Co2.3+)2(Fe2+)(Fe3+), where strong Fe−
CN−Co coupling makes individual Co centers indistinguish-
able.
In either case, it is possible to define the effective electron

balance during this MMCT process as

A AElectron balance (2 3 )/3Fe Co2 2= ++ +

Scheme 1. Possible Spin States for Individual Metal Ions

Figure 2. Spin densities (ρα − ρβ) for Co3Fe2 in (A) (Co2+)-
(Co3+)2(Fe2+)2 state with S = 3/2 and (B) (Co2+)2(Co3+)(Fe2+)-
(Fe3+) state with S = 7/2. In both cases, the geometry is that
optimized geometry for the S = 3/2 state. Both isosurfaces contain
90% of the spin density and are plotted looking down the Fe−Fe axis
at the center. The Co1 site, which maintains high-spin Co(II)
character, is located at the bottom.
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where A is the area for the Fe and Co centers extracted from
the XPS fits and weighted with the quantity of metal centers to
reach a normalized value. This equation is derived from the
concept that any neutral state of the molecule in its localized
form would have 3 total metal centers with a 2+ charge. As
expected, the electron balance remains close to unity for all
XPS spectra measured between 150 and 375 K, consistent with
a temperature-induced MMCT process. This is shown in
Figure 4.

Chemical Environment-Dependent XPS.While temper-
ature-dependent XPS spectra are consistent with an MMCT
switching mechanism, Figure 5 shows the effect of chemical
environment-induced state switching measured with NAP-XPS
for the Fe and Co 2p spectra under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
and 2 mbar water vapor held at room temperature. Although 2
mbar is well below atmosphere, many NAP-XPS studies have
used similar conditions to obtain important insights about
behaviors under high pressure conditions.62 Further, while the
chemical potential of water is lower at 2 mbar than at ambient
pressure, it is much closer to ambient than to UHV,63 where
most XPS studies are performed, and the insight gained under
these model conditions has consistently provided important
and relevant insights for systems under actual application
conditions.63−65

In this series, the same sample was cycled from UHV to
water vapor and pumped again to UHV to evaluate the
reversibility of the switching process induced by the interaction
with water vapor. When initially exposed to a UHV
environment, the Fe 2p XPS spectrum appears as expected
with both Fe2+ and Fe3+ present. The Co 2p spectrum shows a
distribution of Co2+ and Co3+ character in approximately a 2:1
ratio. Introducing water into the system results in a reduction
of Fe3+ to Fe2+. Surprisingly, the Co 2p spectrum shows slight
oxidation of the Co, but this change is less than expected for a
unity electron transfer from Co to Fe. When the water vapor is
pumped out and UHV conditions are reestablished, the
process reverses. This is observed in the Fe 2p spectrum as the
single Fe2+ splits back into a near-equal contribution of Fe2/3+.
Again, the Co 2p spectrum also reverses, but the change is less
than expected for full electron transfer between Fe and Co.
These findings highlight an important difference between
temperature and chemical environment-induced switching in
this complex. Comparing the electron balance for temperature-
dependent spectra with multiple spectra measured in UHV and
2 mbar water at 298 K shows that upon exposure to water

Figure 3. (A) NAP-XPS results at 150, 298, and 375 K of the Fe 2p
(left) and Co 2p (right) core levels. Total background-subtracted
counts are shown as the gray solid line. The total fit is shown as the
black solid line. Individual components are highlighted in pink (Fe2+),
green (Fe3+), blue (Co2+), and orange (Co3+). (B) Fe and Co % area
from NAP-XPS spectral fits as a function of temperature. Each solid
line represents a different oxidation state, where Fe2+ is in pink, Fe3+ is
in green, Co2+ is in blue, and Co3+ is in orange.

Figure 4. % Electron balance calculated for charge transfers at each
temperature under vacuum (black circles) and with water exposure at
room temperature (orange diamond). A dashed line at 100% is shown
for reference to a unity MMCT. The uncertainty bars for the UHV
and water values at 298 K represent the standard error calculated from
multiple independent measurements on different samples.
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vapor, the electron balance exceeds unity with statistical
significance as shown in Figure 4.
We now consider multiple potential mechanisms to explain

this surprising behavior. First, it is possible that exposure of the
sample surface to X-ray radiation during XPS measurements
can induce beam damage that mistakenly appears as a change
in the chemical state of the material. The first indication that
this is not the case is the reversibility of the chemical state, as

the sample condition is cycled between UHV and water vapor.
As the 2 mbar of water vapor is removed from the sample
chamber and the environment is returned to UHV conditions,
the sample consistently showed a reversal back to its original
state. This indicates that permanent sample damage by X-ray
radiation is not occurring. To further exclude the possibility of
beam-induced sample damage as a function of X-ray exposure,
we performed the following experiment. Sitting at a single
point on the sample, we collected four replicate XPS scans
under a fixed condition. Following these four scans, the
pressure of water vapor was increased from UHV to 0.5 mbar
and then to 2.0 mbar. Four replicate scans were collected
under each condition. Results of this experiment are shown in
Figure S4 in the Supporting Information. If reduction of Fe
was the result of X-ray damage, we would expect to observe a
steady decrease of Fe3+ accompanied by a steady growth of
Fe2+ as a function of X-ray exposure or scan number. However,
instead we observe that the Fe 2p spectrum remains
unchanged with the scan number until the water pressure is
increased, at which point a stepwise reduction of Fe is
observed. These observations indicate that the Fe reduction is
a direct result of water exposure and not beam damage due to
X-ray irradiation. This measurement also eliminates the
possibility that the X-ray irradiation is inducing an electron-
transfer-coupled spin transition, which would present as
spectral changes as a function of irradiation,66 or scan number,
rather than the stepwise behavior at each solvation change seen
in Figure S4.
A second possibility that could explain the reduction of Fe

observed in Figure 5 is photoionization of the gas phase
solvent by the X-ray source, followed by electron attachment to
Fe. To investigate this possibility, another solvent with a much
higher photoionization cross section compared to water,
carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), was introduced to the sample
chamber for NAP-XPS measurements. The results from this
measurement are shown in Figure S5 of the Supporting
Information. In summary, there is a negligible change in either
the Fe or Co oxidation states as the sample is transitioned from
UHV conditions to exposure to CCl4 vapor. Fitting these
spectra shows that the Fe reduction between UHV and CCl4
exposure is 11.3%, compared to 83.4% in the case of water.
This confirms that X-ray ionization of the background solvent
cannot explain the reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ in the presence of
water vapor.
Third, having eliminated potential effects of X-ray exposure,

we evaluate the possibility of charge transfer between the metal
center and a phenanthroline ligand molecule in the Co3Fe2
complex. Considering that the aromatic phenanthroline groups
may be redox active, it is possible that the electron transfer
responsible for Fe reduction comes from a non-innocent
phenanthroline ligand. If this is the case, we may expect to
observe a shift in the N 1s XPS spectrum corresponding to the
oxidation of a phenanthroline ligand. The N 1s spectrum of
this complex shows two peaks that can be assigned to the
phenanthroline ligands (399 eV) and the cyanide ligands (397
eV), respectively.Figure S8 in the Supporting Information
shows the N 1s spectra as a function of temperature and as a
function of the chemical environment. In both cases, we
observe a minimal shift of the N peaks suggesting that redox
activity of the ligands is not responsible for the reduction of Fe
observed in Figure 5. To further support this conclusion, we
note that the aromatic phenananthroline ligands coordinate
only to the equatorial Co centers but that we observe redox

Figure 5. (A) NAP-XPS results at UHV, water, and post-exposure
UHV of the Fe 2p (left) and Co 2p (right) core levels. Total
background-subtracted counts are shown as the gray solid line. The
total fit is shown as the black solid line. Individual components are
highlighted in pink (Fe2+), green (Fe3+), blue (Co2+), and orange
(Co3+). (B) Fe and Co % area from NAP-XPS spectral fits as a
function of chemical environment. Each solid line represents a
different oxidation state, where Fe2+ is in pink, Fe3+ is in green, Co2+ is
in blue, and Co3+ is in orange.
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cycling only of the axial Fe centers upon exposure to water
vapor.
The fourth mechanism we consider to explain the observed

results is that the H-bonding of polar water molecules to the
terminal cyanide ligands in the Co3Fe2 complex changes the
electronic superexchange coupling between Fe and Co. As
shown in Figure 1, this can be described as a change in the
Robin-Day classification from a strongly coupled complex
(class II/III) to a moderately or weakly coupled system (class
I). In the presence of water vapor, H-bonding to the terminal
cyanide ligands will have an electron-withdrawing effect, which
would make the Fe3+ centers easier to reduce, resulting in
electron transfer from the delocalized system to reduce Fe3+ to
Fe2+. Because the Fe2+−CN bond length is greater than the
Fe3+−CN bond, 1.97 Å vs 1.94 Å in ferro-vs ferricyanide,67 this
would also reduce the superexchange coupling resulting in a
change from a strongly coupled class II/III system to a weakly
coupled class I system. In this scenario, we would expect to
observe a near unity change in the oxidation state of the axial
Fe3+ center to Fe2+, while the decoupling of the three
equatorial Co centers with the axial Fe would result in a
switch from (Co2.3+)3 in the strongly coupled state to
(Co2+)(Co3+)2 in the weakly coupled state.
This change, supported by the DFT calculations described

above, would be difficult to discern by XPS fitting of the Co 2p
spectrum, which simplistically assumes a linear combination of
distinct oxidation states and is insufficient to describe a switch
from a strongly coupled class II/III system to a weakly coupled
class I system. If correct, this mechanism would further imply a
change in both the symmetry and the local dipole moment
along the equatorial axis of this molecule, whereas in the
strongly coupled state all three Co centers are equivalent such
that no dipole moment exists in the equatorial plane, while in
the weakly coupled system, discrete Co oxidation states would
create a significant in-plane dipole moment. Below, we utilize
nonlinear, second order sum frequency generation vibrational
spectroscopy of the cyanide bands to provide evidence in
support of this mechanism.
Chemical Environment-Dependent Vibrational Spec-

troscopy. For vibrational spectroscopy measurements, the
sample was placed in a small enclosed cell filled with either
inert argon gas (simulating the anhydrous UHV conditions in
Figure 5) or water vapor. While actively purging the cell with
either argon or water, a Raman microscope collected
vibrational spectra to probe the effect of the chemical
environment using the vibrational resonances of the cyanide
ligands (2000−2200 cm−1) as a reporter. Figure 6A shows that
cycling between argon and water results in reversible spectral
changes, suggesting that the Raman spectra are sensitive to the
same chemically induced switching process as observed above
by NAP-XPS measurements. This is not surprising given the
important role of the cyanide ligands to control the strength of
superexchange coupling between Fe and Co centers.
In the initial spectrum acquired in water vapor (purple,

bottom), we observe two features at 2094 and 2133 cm−1,
consistent with the nitrile stretch for the terminal and bridging
cyanide ligands, respectively. These assignments have been
well-reported for Fe- and Co-coordinated cyanide ligands,
where terminal Fe−CN ligands display vibrational resonances
between 2060 and 2110 cm−1 and bridging Fe−CN−Co
ligands display resonances from 2090 to greater than 2170
cm−1.68−70 Within this range of frequencies, small shifts may
reflect changes in the oxidation state of the coordinated metal

center, where, in general, reduction of the metal leads to a
spectral red shift, while oxidation of the metal leads to a blue
shift. These shifts tend to be more sensitive to changes in the
Co rather than Fe oxidation state due to the greater σ bonding
character of the lower energy N lone pair mixing with the Co
in the Co−N bond.70

Under initial water conditions, the bridging cyanide peak is
centered at 2133 cm−1 while the terminal cyanide peak is
centered at 2094 cm−1. As argon flows through the cell and
water vapor is removed, the bridging cyanide peak red shifts
slightly to 2126 cm−1 and the terminal cyanide peak broadens
(green, middle). Close inspection of the spectrum reveals that
the primary peak at 2126 cm−1 broadens relative to the
spectrum in water with a tail on the low frequency side.
Because the spectrum in argon shows only one primary peak
with a larger width and a tail at low frequency, we hypothesize
that the terminal cyanide stretches, which appeared as a single
peak in water having two divalent Fe2+ centers, splits in argon
where the complex has both an Fe2+ and Fe3+ center on each
apex (see Figure 5). In this state, the blue-shifted terminal
cyanide stretches associated with the Fe3+ center overlap with
the red-shifted bridging cyanide stretches associated with the
reduced Co centers. Importantly, these spectral changes are
reversible, and reintroduction of water results in nearly exact
recovery of the original spectrum (purple, top). These
observations are qualitatively consistent with the spectral
changes anticipated for an MMCT transition between Fe and
Co in the presence and absence of water as a H-bonding
solvent.
While the Raman measurements support the assignment of

an MMCT driven by a change in chemical environment, it
does not specifically resolve the degree of electronic (de)-
localization or differentiate between the strongly coupled
(Robin-Day class II/III) and weakly coupled (Robin-Day class

Figure 6. (A) Raman results from one sample exposed in series to
water followed by argon and repeated water conditions. Bare Au
measurement from the substrate of the sample is shown below in gray,
which was subtracted from the other conditions to give absolute
sample signal. (B) SFG-VS results from one sample exposed in series
to argon and water followed by repeated argon and water conditions.
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I) pictures. To investigate this question further, we compare
the environment-dependent Raman spectra with SFG-VS
spectra obtained under identical conditions of argon and
water vapor (see Figure 6B). This measurement is insightful
because as a second order, nonlinear process, SFG is sensitive
to the centrosymmetry of the system, and vibrational
resonances become dipole-forbidden in a locally centrosym-
metric environment. This indicates that in a strongly coupled
state of the molecule where the oxidation states of the three Co
centers are identical (see Figure 1B), there should be little or
no signal from the bridging cyanide ligands due to the local
symmetry of these ligands in the equatorial plane of the
molecule.
We note that broken inversion symmetry can also result

from non-identical Fe centers on the axial positions of the
complex. However, as discussed above, the cyanide stretch of
bridging ligands is relatively insensitive to the Fe oxidation
state compared to Co oxidation state due to greater σ bonding
character of the lower energy N lone pair mixing with the Co.
Consequently, we expect the intensity of the bridging Fe−
CN−Co stretches to report most sensitively on the molecular
symmetry of the equatorial plane as determined by the
oxidation states of the Co centers. In this way, SFG intensity
becomes a probe of electronic superexchange coupling, where
distinct Co oxidation states in a weakly coupled system will
show higher signal intensity compared to identical Co
oxidation states in a strongly coupled system, which will
show little to no SFG intensity.
Figure 6B shows the SFG-VS measurement of a sample

cycled between argon and water conditions. The peak shifts
between the water and argon environments are the same as the
changes observed in the Raman measurements. Exposed to
initial argon conditions, the bridging cyanide peak is centered
at 2114 cm−1 with a broad fwhm indicating that the terminal
cyanide peak is spectrally overlapping with the bridging feature.
When water is introduced to the sample, the bridging cyanide
peak shifts to a central position of 2129 cm−1, while the
terminal cyanide peak is isolated at 2069 cm−1. With repeated
exposure to argon and water conditions, these features shift
reversibly. While the absolute positions and magnitude of the
shift are not identical between Figure 6A and B, the qualitative
trends match.

Beyond the peak shifts observed in Raman, the SFG results
in Figure 6B also display a significant intensity difference
depending on the sample environment. In the presence of
water, the signal intensity shows approximately a four-fold
increase relative to argon. Because SFG is sensitive to the
molecular symmetry through the second order polarizability,
this observation indicates that the dipole of the molecule
changes in the presence or absence of water vapor.
At first, it is surprising that the intensity increases in water

and decreases in argon because NAP-XPS measurements show
that in water, both Fe centers are in the 2+ oxidation state,
while in UHV or argon, the two Fe centers are in different 2+
and 3+ oxidation states. This would suggest that molecular
symmetry should increase in water, leading to a loss of the SFG
signal. Instead, we see a significant signal enhancement in the
presence of water. However, it is important to note that this
intensity increase occurs in the bridging rather than the
terminal cyanide stretches. This strongly suggests that the
spectrum is more sensitive to change in the Co charge states
compared with Fe, as expected.
Considering how water vapor can change the charge

distribution of the equatorial Co centers, so as to decrease
the molecular symmetry and lead to an enhanced SFG signal,
we propose the following explanation. In a Robin-Day class II/
III system, where electron exchange between Fe and Co is
facile, the molecule cannot support distinct oxidation states
between Co centers as each is rapidly exchanging electrons
with a common Fe center faster than the time scale of a
vibrational resonance. In such a scenario, the SFG experiment
observes a system in which charge is evenly distributed among
the three Co centers, leading to a loss of dipole moment in the
equatorial plane of the molecule. Ignoring differences in the
oxidation states of the terminal Fe centers, which minimally
influence the cyanide stretching frequency, this state of the
molecule would render each of the six cyanide ligands
degenerate, leading to a high degree of local symmetry. This
describes the strongly coupled state of the molecule observed
in argon, showing weak SFG intensity of the highly symmetric,
six-fold degenerate bridging cyanide stretches.
In contrast, water H-bonds to the terminal cyanide ligands

shift charge density to the terminal Fe atoms, leading to
reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+ by NAP-XPS (see Figure 5). It is

Figure 7. Mechanism for complex changes under ambient and vacuum/argon conditions. There is an MMCT event coupled with a change in the
electronic (de)localization, depicted with distinct versus equivalent oxidation states. On the left, the molecule has H-bonding water molecules at the
terminal cyanide ligands, reducing the coupling and resulting in a class I system. On the right, exchange coupling increases upon dehydration and
the system behaves as a class II/III molecule with indistinguishable Co oxidation states and the absence of an equatorial dipole.
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known that a change in Fe oxidation state results in an increase
of the Fe−CN bond length,67,71 ultimately leading to a
decrease in the superexchange coupling because of the reduced
orbital overlap and a switch from a Robin-Day class II/III to a
class I electronic structure. This reduction in the exchange
coupling in the presence of water results in Co centers with
discrete oxidation states, which would break the degeneracy of
the six bridging cyanide ligands, leading to the formation of an
in-plane dipole moment and an observed significant increase in
SFG intensity. This mechanism is depicted schematically in
Figure 7, which is also consistent with NAP-XPS measure-
ments, which show that the overall charge balance on the Co
centers changes between UHV and water vapor (see Figure 4),
indicating a change in the charge (de)localization of the system
depending on the chemical environment. The vibrational
spectroscopy measurements are less sensitive to the electron
localization with respect to the Fe centers, and while the NAP-
XPS UHV measurements show distinct Fe3+ and Fe2+
character, this does not exclude the possibility of electron
delocalization across the terminal Fe sites on a time scale
slower than the coherence time of the XPS probe. However,
the mechanism in Figure 7 depicts an asymmetrical super-
exchange coupling between Co centers and each of the two
terminal Fe sites, which is a possibility supported by the
distinct Fe XPS signatures. Further investigation of time-
resolved electron fluctuation would reveal the nature of total
electron localization across each metal center.
Lastly, we confirm that both the changes observed by NAP-

XPS and SFG are sensitive to the H-bonding ability of the gas
environment. Figure 8A shows the NAP-XPS spectra and
Figure 8B shows the SFG spectra of the Co3Fe2 complex in
UHV or argon, water, and methanol vapor. We observe that
the changes in the Fe oxidation state from 3+ to 2+ observed
by NAP-XPS are correlated with the intensity of the bridging
cyanide ligands observed by SFG and appear to track the H-
bonding capacity of the chemical environment. These features
steadily increase from the inert environment (UHV or argon)
to methanol to water.

■ CONCLUSIONS
This study compares the effects of temperature and the gas
environment on the chemical states of a bistable Co3Fe2
complex. Using NAP-XPS as a probe of element-specific
oxidation states on Co and Fe centers provides a detailed
picture of environment-induced MMCT transitions in this
complex. Temperature-dependent NAP-XPS shows an MMCT
from Fe to Co, as the temperature is increased from 150 to 375
K. However, NAP-XPS results show that the transition
observed when cycling between UHV and water vapor cannot
be simply explained as an MMCT transition. Complementary
measurements by Raman and SFG-VS reveal that in addition
to a chemically induced MMCT, H-bonding of the Co3Fe2
complex with water also modulates the strength of super-
exchange coupling, resulting in a switch from a delocalized to a
localized electronic state, involving a corresponding change in
the local symmetry and dipole moment of the complex.
Specifically, the introduction of H-bonding solvents decreases
the strength of superexchange coupling of the Fe−CN−Co
system, resulting in a change from a delocalized electronic
configuration (Robin-Day class II/III) to a localized electronic
configuration (class I) that supports discrete Co center
oxidation states, which reduces the molecular symmetry. This
change in Robin-Day classification as a function of chemical

environment results in reversible switching of the dipole
moment, drawing an analogy to molecular multiferroics having
a strong coupling between the local dipole changes and the
spin state of the complex, although this molecule cannot be
classified as a true molecular multiferroic due to the absence of
long-range ordering. These results illustrate the important role
of the chemical environment and solvation in the underlying
charge and spin transitions in this and related complexes.

Figure 8. (A) NAP-XPS results under UHV, water, and methanol
conditions for the Fe 2p (left) and Co 2p (right) core levels. Total
background-subtracted counts are shown as the gray solid line. The
total fit is shown as the black solid line. Individual components are
highlighted in pink (Fe2+), green (Fe3+), blue (Co2+), and orange
(Co3+). (B) SFG-VS results from water, methanol, and argon
conditions overlaid. The methanol and argon are plotted with
absolute counts on the left axis, while water is plotted with absolute
counts on the right axis for scaling visual purposes.
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